
Women and Drones Documentary Filming Onsite at Commercial UAV Expo 

 

Partnership with Women and Drones and Monumental Access will bring filming to Las Vegas, capture 

stories of women in the drone industry 

Las Vegas, NV, August 18, 2022 - Commercial UAV Expo has been announced as an official 

filming location for a multi-part documentary produced through a partnership with Women and 

Drones and documentary film company Monumental Access. The partnership will focus on 

inspiring the next generation of talented aviation leaders by capturing the stories and footage of 

women in the drone industry. 

In partnership with Women and Drones, Monumental Access has been creating a multi-part 

documentary for a behind-the-scenes look into the professionals, especially women, in the 

uncrewed aviation space. The multi-part documentary will give a birds-eye view of the 

significance of the drone industry by capturing in-depth interviews with educators, CEOs, and 

professionals allowing their stories to be told from the first-person perspective. Viewers will 

have an all-access look into the women’s lives who are shaping the industry. 

“Women and Drones has been an important supporting partner of Commercial UAV Expo for 

years. We are thrilled that we can help elevate their mission and provide a documentary filming 

location to access some of the most influential leaders in the commercial drone industry by 

bringing the filming location to Commercial UAV Expo in Las Vegas,” said Lora Burns, 

Marketing Manager and Coordinator of the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion UAV Empower 

initiatives at Commercial UAV Expo.  

“The partnership with Monumental and Commercial UAV Expo will allow us to capture stories 

of the individuals who are contributing to the future of STEM and aviation. From the nonprofits 

and educational organizations introducing youth to aviation and STEM via drones to the 
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innovators leading the way in the various emerging aviation technologies we plan to shed a 

bright light on the industry” said Sharon Rossmark, CEO of Women and Drones. 

“Monumental Access is excited to highlight the excellence achieved by women in the field of 

emerging aviation technologies. By capturing their stories through the lens of a camera, everyone 

will have an opportunity to have a front-row seat alongside these amazing women” said Monte 

Chambers, founder and CEO of Monumental Access. 

Filming started in May with the Disaster Response Workshop hosted by Dr. Robin Murphy at 

Texas A&M and the Center for Robot-Assisted Search and Rescue. The project captured the 

experiences of the participants and facilitators and shared a powerful message about the 

importance of this type of training for women. “Ultimately, my desired outcome for filming in 

the Disaster Response Workshop will be to create engaging content for viewers unfamiliar with 

the drone sector of the aviation industry. By raising awareness to the public, these modern-day 

hidden figures will be in the spotlight” Chambers added. 

The next round of filming will take place at Commercial UAV Expo in Las Vegas, Sept 6-8, 

2022. In addition to the onsite filming, Commercial UAV Expo offers a robust conference 

program delivering practical, actionable education. Sessions include a panel on Women Behind 

the Drone Revolution, hosted by DroneTalks, featuring inspirational women from around the 

world as they share career path stories, and deliver actionable insight based on their successes, 

key challenges, important learnings, and their current activities in the industry.  Additional 

programming includes deep dive vertical industry sessions for professionals in construction, 

drone delivery, energy & utilities, forestry & agriculture, infrastructure & transportation, mining 

& aggregates, security, and surveying & mapping. Industry Update Sessions provide up-to-the-

minute information on topics that affect everyone in UAS, such as AAM, BVLOS, and 

autonomy.  

Event features include an exhibit hall that will feature 200+ top UAS companies from around the 

globe. Additional special events include Live Outdoor Flying Demonstrations, 

the DRONERESPONDERS Public Safety Summit, and Workshops and Trainings, all of which 

allow for hands-on learning and industry connections. The 2022 event boasts more than 300 

media and association supporters from six continents, including the longstanding supporting 

partnership with Women and Drones. Visit www.expouav.com for more information or to 

register. 

Women and Drones Email Contact:  media@womenanddrones.com 

Commercial UAV Email Contact: lburns@divcom.com  

 

About Commercial UAV Expo     

Commercial UAV Expo, presented by Commercial UAV News, is an international conference 

and expo exclusively focused on commercial UAS integration and operation covering industries 

including Construction; Drone Delivery; Energy & Utilities; Forestry & Agriculture; 

Infrastructure & Transportation; Mining & Aggregates; Public Safety & Emergency Services; 
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Security; and Surveying & Mapping. It takes place September 6 – 8, 2022 at Caesars Forum, Las 

Vegas NV. For more information, visit www.expouav.com.      

Commercial UAV Expo is produced by Diversified Communications’ technology portfolio 

which also includes Commercial UAV News; Geo Week, Geo Week Newsletter, 3D Technology 

Newsletter, AEC Innovations Newsletter, Geo Business (UK) and Digital Construction Week 

(UK).    

About Women and Drones: 

Women And Drones is the leading membership organization dedicated to driving excellence in 

the uncrewed aircraft systems (UAS) and Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) industry by advocating 

for female participation in this dynamic segment of the global economy. We partner with 

companies committed to an inclusive culture where women can thrive. Our educational programs 

range from kindergarten to career in efforts to balance the gender equation in the industry now, 

as well as for the future of flight. 

About Monumental Access  

Monumental Access focuses on producing quality media by creating content, capturing the 

heartfelt story, and connecting with community stakeholders. With the nationwide demand for 

videographers, Monumental Access developed a unique market for governmental, non-profit, 

and corporate companies.  What started off as a dream during the 2020 Global pandemic, has 

transitioned into a reality in detailing the important moments of our clients through the lens of a 

camera.  Combined with unique storytelling and professionalism, Monumental Access connects 

the hearts and attention of many across the country with its interviews, commercials, and 

documentaries! As a result, Monumental Access is one of the most creative media companies in 

the Saint Louis, MO area. 
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